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New social movement, which is labeled as „depoliticization‟; „post-modernism‟; 
and „highlighting the spirit of citizenship‟, springs up in Taiwan during recent years. 
Different from traditional political battle, it keeps a long distance from political forces 
in order to maintain its self-independence and autonomy. Due to such features, new 
social movement relies more on media to help accomplishing the social mobilization 
process. Media influences the movement in many ways, in which the most crucial 
impact is to help constructing the identity of its activists.  
From this perspective, this research analyzes the identity-construction process of 
activists by Taiwan media in Anti-Kuokuang Petrochemical Movement. In order to 
clearly interpret „identity‟ as an abstract conception, this research adopts the 
„frameworks of analyzing protester‟s identities‟ presented by Taylor and Whittier 
(2002), and examines the constructed identities by dismantling them according to 
frequently appeared words, phrased , discourses , and context descriptions. It finds out 
that Taiwan media constructed Anti-Kuokuang activists in 3 kinds of identities as 
„homeland protector‟, „environmentalist‟, and „citizen‟. 
Based on the aforementioned findings, this research compares media discourses 
in constructing these three identities by generic analysis, and summarized their 
distinguished characters as the following: For „homeland protector‟, news reporters 
adopt rhetorical techniques to create the story plot as a mixture of sadness and 
sacredness; For „environmentalist‟, is as a combination of rational statements and 
emotional aggradations; For „citizen‟, it is constructed as an advantageous identity. 
In the part of discussion, this study focuses on analyzing political factors in 
influencing Taiwan media‟s identity-construction process. Unfortunately, although 
new social movement itself endeavors to avoid the disturbing of political forces, it is 















which belong to opposed parties demonstrate fierce discourse confrontation in 
reporting the case. 
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